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May 4, 2010 
 
To: Dustin Davis (CEC) 
From: Ronnen Levinson 
Subject: Cool Communities Quarterly Report #3 (ARB Contract # 08-314) 
CC: Hashem Akbari, Jean-Benoit Cariou, Heather Choi, Woody Delp, Haley Gilbert, Ash 

Lashgari, Heng Pan, Riccardo Paolini, Dana Papke, Melvin Pomerantz, Chris 
Scruton, Jonathan Slack, Tim Xu 

A summary of the status of Tasks and Deliverables as of March 31, 2010 is presented in 
Attachment 1.  
 

HIGHLIGHTS  

• We hosted the first meeting of the Task Advisory Group for the cool 
roof website. 

• We hosted the first meeting of the Task Advisory Group for the cool 
community courses. 

• We hosted the first meeting of the Joint Project Advisory Committee 
for Cool Communities (and Advanced Surfaces). 

• We began development of the cool roof website. 
• We secured a site for the cool pavement study in the West Village 

development in Davis, California.  
• We are in negotiations to secure a site for the cool roof study. 
• We established a project website to share project materials with 

project sponsors and stakeholders (http://coolcommunities.lbl.gov).  
• Alpha testing of the residential roof survey is complete and we are 

updating the final version.  
• Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD) has released their 

cool roof rebate program data, including utility bills, for the roof 
retrofit database. 
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1. Preliminary Tasks 

1.1. 
Completed.  
Attend Kick Off Meeting 

1.2. 
Not Applicable. 
Describe Synergistic Projects 

1.3. 
Not Applicable. 
Identify Required Permits 

1.4. 
Not Applicable. 
Obtain Required Permits 

1.5. 
Not Applicable. 
Prepare Production Readiness Plan 

2. Technical Tasks 

2.1. 
We successfully partnered with the Sacramento Municipal Utility District to access their 
cool roof rebate program files. This data includes 12 months pre- and post- cool roof 
installation utility bill information.  We are now analyzing the 201 residential and 291 
commercial retrofit roofs included in the dataset.  

Cool roof retrofit database  

 
We are still in negotiations with the other utilities. 
 
To develop case studies, we have contracted with Susan Mazur-Stommen, an 
anthropologist. She will develop five to ten case ethnographic studies of cool roof retrofit 
projects across California. Her work plan is attached (Attachment 2).  

2.2. 
We have been communicating with Granville Homes to acquire detailed information on 
prospective demonstration homes. The information we are collecting includes floor plan, 
floor area, building age, building style, orientation, roof insulation (including radiant 
barrier), air conditioner/HVAC system, thermostat model, roof make/model, roof pitch, 
and attic ventilation system. We will use this information to identify a pair of otherwise 
identical homes in which one building has a hot roof (e.g., dark asphalt shingle) and the 
other has a cool roof  (e.g., cool red tile). 

Cool roof monitoring and demonstration 

2.3. 
We have been collaborating with our industrial and academic partners to implement our 
experimental plan.  

Cool pavement monitoring and demonstration 
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We located a site at the West Village development on U.C. Davis campus with the 
assistance of Mary Hayakawa (Real Estate Services, U.C. Davis). It is a driveway in the 
development that leads to a parking lot. It is approximately 22'x240'.  
 
Working with Paulette Salisbury (California Nevada Cement Association), we finalized 
the selection of pavement types for the study:  

1. Conventional asphalt concrete,  
2. Asphalt concrete with light colored coating (Emerald Cities coating),  
3. Asphalt concrete with cement concrete overlay (whitetopping, 2''),  
4. Asphalt concrete with chip seal,  
5. Conventional cement concrete (Portland Cement Concrete),  
6. Light colored cement concrete (slag),  
7. Same as above with photocatalyst, and  
8. Pervious cement concrete.  

 
In collaboration with Bruce Carter (Lehigh Hanson), Sheri Roese (Emerald Cities 
International) and Craig Hennings (American Concrete Pavement Association - 
Southwest), we designed the dimensions and materials for the pavements. We are 
currently contacting local company to build the pavements. 

2.4. 
In March, we hosted our first Task Advisory Group meeting for the website. The group 
provided positive feedback and constructive criticism. From this feedback and comments 
from our project sponsors, we decided to host the cool roof website as a stand-alone 
website that will be accessed through the CoolCalifornia.org website. Since we will be 
developing in-depth content on cool roofs, this arrangement will still provide the portal to 
CoolCalifornia.org but will fit in with their website organization better.  

Cool roof website 

 
From discussions with project sponsors, we have refined our target audience. The cool 
roof website will target general consumers. However, the website will be designed to 
accommodate additional audiences in the future.  
 
We are currently in negotiations with web developers to create the cool roof website. We 
will create the site using Drupal open-source content management platform. This is 
consistent with the CoolCalifornia.org website. The website is approximately 27 pages (8 
main pages with 19 sub-pages). As the development of the site continues, we will be 
finalizing the content.  

2.5. 
We are developing two training modules, one for cool roofs and one for cool pavements.  
For cool roofs, we have assembled several existing training resources to build upon to 
create our training.  For cool pavements, the existing information is limited so we will be 
generating new content and highlighting our current research work.   

Cool roof and cool pavement instructional materials  
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In March, we hosted our first Task Advisory Group meeting for the instructional 
materials. The TAG provided great comments and a lot of positive feedback on the 
direction of both the courses.  
 
We have developed the draft course syllabi (Attachment 3 & Attachment 4) and are now 
working to incorporate comments and feedback from our Task Working Group, Task 
Advisory Group and project sponsors.   
 
To develop content for the courses, we have begun working with various stakeholders 
including the California Energy Commission, CalTrans, the California Nevada Cement 
Association, the Cool Roof Rating Council and others.  
 
To assist with the development of the cool roof workshop and instructional materials, we 
have brought in senior Environmental Energy Technologies Division (EETD-LBNL) 
staff member Jonathan Slack.   

2.6. 
The cool roof survey targets residential cool roofs. There are two sets of questions 
designed for the building professional and homeowner. The questions inquire about roof 
selection criteria as well as knowledge of, experience with, and perceptions of cool roofs.  

Cool roof survey instrument 

 
The survey instrument has been drafted. In order to receive feedback on the design of the 
survey, we uploaded the questions to an online survey software program, QuestionPro. 
We next sent the survey around to staff of EETD-LBNL, project sponsor organizations, 
external stakeholders, and other contacts to test the design. From the feedback received, 
we have finalized the design of the survey. We are currently reformatting the final survey 
back into a Microsoft Word document to transfer to our project sponsors.  

2.7. 
A subcontract for this task to Prof. Shea Rose at the University of West Georgia 
(formerly a researcher in Berkeley Lab’s Heat Island Group) began in December. For the 
GIS-based vegetation analysis, work has continued on both using Hillshade and python 
scripting in the ArcGIS environment. Data from a community in Sacramento has been 
used to test the functionality of Hillshade, other useful GIS tools, and the initial python 
script. The literature review has continued and includes some interesting views on the 
quantification of the environmental benefits of vegetation for city and state regulatory 
initiatives. 

Effect of vegetation on community albedo 

 
In order to provide additional support towards this effort, a second student with GIS skills 
may be added. Also, with the end of the spring semester courses in May, Prof. Rose and 
the student(s) assisting her look forward to committing significantly more time to this 
project.  

2.8. Effect of multiple absorption and reflection on community albedo 
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The goal of this research is to investigate the reflectance of whole communities and to 
improve measurement and simulation methods, which can support decisions for the 
mitigation of urban heat islands. 
 
The measurements in Phase 1 have now been used to verify a vector tracking modelling 
tool, Albedo Calculator. The tool was programmed with the same configurations as were 
measured in the field with the ASTM W 1918A standard. There are some discrepancies, 
which we are now further investigating. 
 
To study and simulate shadows on the albedo of rough surfaces, we are running 
simulations with the software program SOLWEIG 1.1.  This software provides details on 
which surfaces in a community will be shaded or sunlit throughout a day. This will then 
inform decisions to prioritize which areas of a building or a community should be 
modified to increase overall community albedo.  
 
Riccardo Paolini, the doctoral student that is leading this task, will be returning to 
Berkeley this June for several weeks to measure solar reflectances under summer solar 
conditions.  

2.9. 

2.10. 

Technology Transfer Activities 

This is the 3rd quarterly progress report. 
Quarterly Progress Reports 

2.11. Final Report 

2.12. 

No activity.   

No activity. 
Final Meeting 

2.13. Critical Project Review 

3. Management Issues 

None. 

At the request of the California Energy Commission and the U.S. Department of Energy 
(DOE), we organized a Joint Project Advisory Committee (JPAC) to advise the Cool 
Communities project as well as the DOE-sponsored Development of Advanced Building 
Envelope Surface Material project. We hosted the first JPAC meeting in March. In 
preparation for the meeting, we created a website, http://coolcommunities.lbl.gov, which 
hosts all the draft and final materials for the various tasks so we can easily share them.  
 
A new graduate student intern (Jean-Benoit Cariou) joined the Heat Island Group.  He 
will work on the cool roof and cool pavement demonstration and monitoring tasks.   The 
intern will work full time from April to August 2010.  He will assist with the cool roof 
and cool pavement demonstration and monitoring tasks. 
 

http://coolcommunities.lbl.gov/�
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A senior EETD-LBNL staff member, Jonathan Slack, will work this summer with the 
Heat Island Group on coordinating the cool roof workshop and instructional materials 
and assisting with the monitoring of the cool pavement and cool roof demonstration 
projects.  
 
We have subcontracted the development of case studies for Task 2.1 (cool roof retrofit 
database) to Susan Mazur-Stommen. Susan holds a Ph.D. in anthropology and brings 
extensive ethnographic research experience to the team.  
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Attachment 1 

Project Tasks and Schedules (Approved on 2009-08-12)  

Task Task Title and Deliverables 

Start 
Date 

Planned 
Finish 
Date 

Actual 
Finish 
Date 

Total  
Budget 

Expenditures  
as of 

2010-03-31 

% 
Completion 

as of 
2010-03-31 

1 Preliminary Activities       
1.1 Attend Kick Off Meeting 2009-08-12 2009-08-12 2009-08-12   100% 
1.2 Describe Synergistic Projects N/A N/A     
1.3 Identify Required Permits N/A N/A     
1.4 Obtain Required Permits N/A N/A     
1.5 Prepare Production Readiness Plan N/A N/A     

2 Technical Tasks       

2.1 
Cool Roof Retrofit Database 
Deliverables: 
• Database of building characteristics 
• Database of analysis tools and summary reports 

2009-08-12   $210,000 $53,325 25% 

2.2 
Cool Roof Monitoring and Demonstration  
Deliverables: 
• A report summarizing measured energy savings and 

cost/benefit analysis of cool roofs 

2009-08-12   $122,000 $10,550 
 
 

9% 

2.3 
Cool Pavement Monitoring and Demonstration 
Deliverables: 
• A report summarizing measured energy savings and 

cost/benefit analysis of cool pavements  

2009-08-12   $110,000 $34,686 
 

32% 

2.4 
Cool Roof Website 
Deliverables: 
• Design, development, and maintenance of a cool roof web 

page 

2009-08-12   $60,000 $34,893 58% 
 

2.5 

Cool Roof and Cool Pavement Instructional Materials 
Deliverables: 
• Draft syllabus 
• Draft lecture materials for cool roofs and cool pavements 
• List of classes taught, attendees, and feedback from 

workshop 
• Instructional brochures 
• CPR report 

2009-08-12   $70,000 $17,189 25% 
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Task Task Title and Deliverables 

Start 
Date 

Planned 
Finish 
Date 

Actual 
Finish 
Date 

Total  
Budget 

Expenditures  
as of 

2010-03-31 

% 
Completion 

as of 
2010-03-31 

2.6 
Cool Roof Survey Instrument 
Deliverables: 
• Survey instrument and potential respondents 

2009-08-12   $50,000 $49,710 99% 

2.7 
Effect of Vegetation on the Overall Albedo of the Community 
Deliverables: 
• A report summarizing the results of the analysis 

2009-08-12   $25,000 $3,332 13% 

2.8 
Effect of Multiple Absorption and Reflection on the Overall 
Albedo 
Deliverables: 
• A report summarizing the results of the analysis 

2009-08-12   $25,000 $20,825 83% 

2.9 

Technology Transfer Activities 
Deliverables: 
• Draft Technology Transfer Plan 
• Final Technology Transfer Plan 
• Conference proceedings 
• Publication of results in industry magazines and refereed 

journal articles 
• Participation in building products exhibition 
• Archival publications and brochure summarizing research 

results and characterizing the benefits of cool colored roofing 
materials 

2009-08-12   $50,000 $12,354 25% 

3 Reports       

3.1 Quarterly Progress Reports 2009-08-12    $10,000 $2,300 3rd Report 

3.2 Final Report    $30,000   

3.2.1 Final Report Outline       

3.2.2 Draft Final Report for Comment       

3.2.3 Final Report       

3.3 Final Meeting       

4 Critical Project Reviews       

4.1 Critical Project Review(s)    $5,000   
 Totals       

  2009-08-12   $785,000 $240,790    31% 
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Attachment 2 
 

Statement of work and Budget 
Project Title: Ethnographic Case Studies in Cool Communities 

Project Timeframe
 

: April 30, 2010 – July 31, 2010 

Susan Mazur-Stommen, Ph.D. 
Indicia Consulting 
susanmazur@indiciaconsulting.com 
951-686-1661  
Skype (susanmazur) 
 
Goal: Assist with Task 1 (Cool Roof Retrofit Database) of the Cool Communities 
Research Project by eliciting how people choose whether or not to install a cool roof, and 
by documenting experiences with cool roof retrofits. 
 
Project = 5-10 case studies, half a day of ethnography (4 hours) per case study, plus prep, 
analysis, and write-up. 
 
Timeframe = 20-40 hours of ethnographic interviewing; 20-30 hours of prep; 20 hours of 
analysis; 20 hours of writing; 10 hours of travel time = total 100 hours. 
 
Preparation – April 22 – May 13, 2010 
 
Pre-interview preparation – 3-5 hours 
Establish with Ronnen and Haley the parameters for each case study 
What themes are of interest? E.g., technical, social, economic, political, emotional, 
familial, consumptive? 
First pass at contextual pre-analysis/hypotheses 
Build 'script' containing cues for questions we are looking to insert into the dialogue. 
Two critical questions: 
What parameters play a role in determining the choice of a cool roof 
How these parameters might be used to increase the proportion of decision-makers who 
choose cool roofs 
 
Contact Participants – 17-25 hours 
Recruitment 
Need to recruit informants/combine with larger domain of any pre-identified participants 
Identify desirable characteristics 
Identify sources for set members (lists, contacts, snowball sampling) 
Create questionnaire to 'bound' the set 
Call potential informants 
Apply questionnaire 
Review results 
Contact selected participants, set up meeting dates 

mailto:susanmazur@indiciaconsulting.com�
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Prepare release forms for informants detailing the scope and purpose of their participation 
 
Data Collection – May 1 – May 31, 2010 
 
Interview Days (10 maximum) = 40 hours + travel time 
Introductions and rapport building - 15 minutes  
Grand Tour questions and home tour - 30 minutes 
Oral History of occupancy and decision-making process, freelist of factors - 30 minutes 
Photos and/or video of exterior and neighborhood - 15 minutes 
Explore relationships with neighbors, block, community, municipality - 45 minutes 
Formal interview with structured questions - 1 hour 30 minutes 
Leave taking, final questions - 15 minutes 
 
Analysis/Literature Review – June 1 – 21, 2010 
 
Post-interview analysis - 20 hours  
Review notes for highlights 
Teleconference/Meeting with Ronnen and Haley to go over data from first interview. 
Review audio and/or video for details 
Collect pertinent quotes for development 
Compile data from freelists.  
Sort for word frequency. 
Identify recurrent themes.  
Note: do these also show up in informal segments, unsolicited, or only when prompted? 
Select photos that are emblematic/revealing of themes 
Review literature  
 
Production of Report – June 22 – July 15, 2010 
  
Writing/Editing - 20 hours 
Confirm with Ronnen and Haley length and format of report, and segments within the 
report. 
Writing 5-10 case studies, with citations from literature to support empirical findings 
Number of case studies will depend to some degree on research questions under 
consideration. 
Proofreading and editing 
Submit draft report by 6/30 
Incorporate suggestions and changes 
Final copy edit 
Submit final report by July 15. 
 
Budget 
 
The hourly rate is $150.00. The estimate is for 100 hours of consulting labor. Travel and 
supplies are included in this estimate. 
 
TOTAL: $15,000.00 
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Attachment 3 
Midterm Project Update: Cool Pavement Workshops & Instructional 
Materials 
 

 
Draft Course Syllabus 

Overview:  
Pavements account for roughly 30% of urban surfaces therefore are an important urban surface 
to “cool”. However, many architects, engineers, public works officials and other building 
professionals are unfamiliar with cool pavements.  Adoption of cool pavements in a community 
can reduce the temperature of pavements which will in turn decrease ambient air temperature, 
improve air quality and enhance the overall quality of life. While the adoption of cool roofs is 
increasing we still need to educate professionals on the benefits, applications, and materials that 
can be utilized to keep pavements cool.   With the training course, we can review new 
technologies as well as old applications and provide take-home resources for individuals to share 
with their firm, department or municipality.   
 
Objectives:  
Course participants will understand:  

1. what is a cool pavement, 
2. types of cool pavement products, 
3. various benefits of cool pavements, 
4. current cool pavement projects, 
5. financing /incentives for cool pavements, and 
6. where to search for additional information on cool pavements. 

These course objectives are designed to ensure that course participants will be able to understand 
the basics of cool pavements and begin to specify cool pavement materials in new pavements, 
maintenance and policies.   
 
Course Outline:   

1. Introduction 
2. What is a cool pavement?  

a. Lay definition 
i. How cool is cool?  

b. Technical 
i. Define solar reflectance & thermal emittance 

ii. How cool pavements keep cool 
c. Cool pavement materials 

i. New pavement projects (discuss costs, design life, constructability, uses)  
• Asphalt concrete (light colored aggregates, pigments, resin binders, 

thermal resistant binders) 
•  Cement concrete (light colored aggregates & cement, pigments) 
• Porous/pervious pavement (HMA & PCC) 
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• Porous pavers 
• Light-colored coatings for pavements  
• Photocatalytic cement 

ii. Pavement resurfacing projects (discuss costs, design life, constructability, 
uses) 

• Asphalt concrete (slurries, microsurfacing, chip seals) 
• Cement concrete (white-topping, ultra-thin white-topping) 
• Light-colored coatings for pavements  
• Photocatalytic cement 

iii. Solar reflectance & pavement temperature values for several different 
types of products (general range) 

3.  Why cool pavements?  
a. Benefits 

i. Economic 
• Energy savings from reduced regional A/C use = economic savings 
• Energy savings from reduced street light wattage  

ii. Environmental (direct & indirect) 
• Air conditioning energy savings = emission reductions 
• Citywide installation of cool pavements lowers average surface 

temperature of communities & cities. Greater comfort when 
outdoors. 

• Reducing outside air temperature decreases the formation of 
temperature-dependent smog, improving air quality 

• Reduces peak demand for electricity, reducing strain on the 
electrical grid thereby lessoning likelihood of brownouts and 
blackouts 

iii. Safety 
• Greater reflectivity of light by pavements leads to greater safety at 

night and reduction of the need for street lighting. This reduces 
energy demand and light pollution. 

iv. Durability of roads and tires 
• Reducing temperature of pavement = lasts longer = decrease repair 

costs  
• Less frequent repair = less air pollution  
• Tires will last longer if they are running on cooler roads (?) 

v. Lifecycle Savings 
b.  Compliance with high performance building standards 

i. LEED 
ii. Green Globes 
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iii. Green Roads (50% of paved surface achieve albedo of .3 or 50% of area 
permeable)  

4. Standards, codes, ordinances or programs  
a.  Review of California pavement decision-makers 
b. AB 32 Community Climate Action Plans – examples 

5. Rebates/Incentives/Financing 
i. AB 811 

ii. Others (?) 
6. Cool pavements in the community 

a. Chicago 
b. Houston 
c. California (?) 
d. Others (?) 

7. Clearing up confusions 
8. Resources 
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Attachment 4 
Midterm Project Update: Cool Roof Workshops & Instructional Materials 
 

Overview:  
Building owners often rely on contractors to supply and install roofing materials. Like 
consumers, many builders and contractors are unfamiliar with cool roofing. They may also be 
unaware of cool-roof rebate programs, energy code requirements, and benefits (energy savings, 
extended lifetimes) that can make cool roofs attractive to customers. Over the past decade, 
several California utilities have occasionally offered cool-roof training programs for contractors 
but additional training courses with updated curricula are essential to keep builders and 
contractors up to date on the needs, benefits and options for cool community practices, such as 
the selection of cool roofing materials. 

Draft Course Syllabus 

 
Objectives:  
Course participants will understand:  

1. what a cool roof is, 
2. types of cool roof products, 
3. various benefits of cool roofs, 
4. cool roof requirements in California’s Title 24 Building Energy Efficiency Code 

(2008) & CALGreen Building Standards (2010), 
5. cool roof rebate programs available in California, and 
6. where to search for additional information on cool roofs. 

These course objectives are designed to ensure that course participants will be able to aid and 
answer basic customer questions when discussing roofing options in the field.   
 
Course Outline:   

1. Introduction 
2. What is a cool roof?  

a. Lay definition 
i. How cool is cool?  

b. Technical 
i. Define solar reflectance, thermal emittance, SRI 

ii. How it keeps the surface cool 
c. Cool roof materials 

i. Not just white – “cool colors” 
ii. Comparison of cool & standard colors 

iii. Present solar reflectance & thermal emittance values for several different 
types of products (general range) 

iv. Cool Roof Rating Council  
• Label 
• Database (online) 
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• Testing (equipment, locations, organizations) 
• Procedure for testing 

3. Cool Roofs in California’s Title 24 Building Energy Efficiency Code (2008)  
a. Goals of California Title 24 
b. Standards compliance 
c. Current requirements for cool roofs 

i. Previous requirements 
ii. Updated requirements 

4. Cool Roofs in CALGreen 
a. Standards compliance & requirements 

5. Why cool roofs? Selling cool roof products. 
a. Benefits 

i. Economic 
• Energy savings = economic savings 
• Energy savings calculator (online tool) 
• “Cooling equipment” savings  

ii. Thermal comfort 
• Increased occupant comfort 

iii. Environmental (direct & indirect) 
• Energy savings = emission reductions 
• Citywide installation of cool roofs lower average surface 

temperature of communities & cities 
• Reducing outside air temperature decreases the formation of 

temperature-dependent smog, improving air quality 
• Reduces peak demand for electricity, reducing strain on the 

electrical grid thereby lessoning likelihood of brownouts and 
blackouts 

• Global cooling – global reduction in temperature is equivalent to 
offsetting CO2 emissions 

iv. Durability 
• Reducing temperature of roofing product = lasts longer  

b. Rebates/Incentives 
i. Utilities 

• PG&E, SMUD, SCE, others 
ii. Federal 

c. Compliance with high performance building standards and voluntary programs 
i. Review requirements for LEED, EnergyStar, GBI,  

6. Clearing up confusions 
a. Codes, Rebates, LEED & EnergyStar – not all the same 
b. White & flat – not anymore 
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c. Costs – explaining the details 
d. “Aged” materials – naturally or calculated? 
e. Temperature & climate (heating penalties) 

 
7. Resources 

a. New cool roof website 
b. CEC resources 
c. CRRC resources 
d. Energy savings calculator 
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